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CAN WE LEARN ABOUT THE SPIN FLIP

GIANT DIPOLE RESONANCES WITH PIONS?

Helmut W. Baer

14editnn Energy phyEicB Division
Los Alamo6 National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTPACT

Datn and calculations for the ~%(w*,wq reactlonfi at
166 HeV are @hewn which indicate that pion scattering possesses n
unique Kignnture for ~eparnt~ly identifying the 1- and 2-

npf!ritiospin componentti of thr giant dipole resonance.

1NTRODUCTION

We have henrd a Rrent deal about (pBn) charpe rxchangc. NOW

;Iij~~q~~,d~~t~ert(nlf ~“e ‘rORram @ntltled “Other r=a~tion~,!!,n ) reactlona, and latpr in thin seosion
the (W-,y) reactfon. Since the theme of thlm confercnr~ im
npln-excitntiona in nurlef I wan ankrd to talk hrlefly ●bout the

pr)h~ihilifi~s Of tllp (Wy,nc) rea~tfona for ●tudy of Spi n
●xritntion6. i mumt say that ●t p!esent ●ap?ctn do not

con~titutr th~ major thrunt of our o udies.
\

l’!l~verth@l@ns, there
‘°Ca(n ,Wo) datn atwan a puzrllnR fea!llr~ in tll~ lf14 tleV whlrh

l~d to an un~q~cted remult with regard to spin ●xcitation with

plrnfi. ‘thin will h th~ ●uhj?rt of my talk.

tlont of the dlsrunniona here have dralt with ●pln-excitatlonrn
of unuatuk.ml parity Ftaten. Of cu~’rn~, on~ can havr ●pin-trannfcr
AS - 1 in th~ rxcltmtlon of naturm~ parity Staten. ‘fhc surprlnlnR
ph~nomrnon in plon mcatt?rin~ la for 1- ●tatcn. * w~rc lml to
cmnlder AL. ], As.] pion ●xcttationa in att~mptinf, to

una~rntnnd thr obocrvtd angle-d~p~ndent broad~nfnR of the Rtant
d:polp r~sonanc~ (GM) in th~ %4(w*,wq r~ar:iona. 1 II

?lnrrh-April i9tll VP wrr~ p*rfnwntnR thr first ●urvry ?xp~rlm~ntn



on fsovector giant resonances with the LAIWF no spectromete~ set
up at the 1~-energy plon (LEF) channel. The ~ou(m-, no)

measurement played the r~le of ,9 caltbratlon ●xperiment. w
wanted to see hw wll the isovecl:or reaonancea etand out ●bove

the continuun ●nd if the cross aectiona could be understood
‘°Ca haa ● well-fomed CDR ●t 20 tleVquantitatively. S1 nce

●xcitation with a width 1’ = 4.5 MeV (FUIUI),2 it waa important to

●ee this resonance clearly. Fig. 1 ahowa the 12° cnd 3.5° spectra
we had in the counting house durfng the ●xperiment. There is a
good algnal to background ratto far the GDR ●t 12° ●nd alaost no

trace of the GDR at 3.5°. In the off-line mnalysea we binned the
data into six ●ngular bins aa shwn for the (W+,nO) reaction in
Fig. 2. The data dlaplayed in Fig. 2 were taken in two s~ttings

of the spectrometer, 0° and 20°, ~ith ● total dat~-taking time of
16 h. With these tm aettinge we covered the ●ngular range 0° to

300. The 15° spectrm shows ● nice GDR signal ●t the ●xpected

position for the ●nalog of ● 20 PleV state in ‘°Ca. The observed
signal at 15° has ● width 6.6 ~ 0.7 ?leV for the (W+,no) spectrum

and 6.1 t 0.5 FleV for the (n-,no) ●pectnm. These valuea ● :e
larger than the 5.0 J 0.2 MeV Instrumental resolution and are
consistent with ● GDR width of 4 i 2 MeV (FWtl?l). The taeaaure

!Iangular distribution is w1l described by the function

2’9Ji(q’~) ‘b”r ‘here ‘i ‘“ ‘he Coq’onent ‘f ‘he ‘Wn’mCrans er q which la perpend cular to the incident beam direction.

Fig. 1.
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One of !.he flraf, spectra matured on RIIC ~ca(n+,wq

r~actlo!l which mhwed that the giant dipole reaonancc
(GDR) is atron~ly ●xcited tn pton single charae ●xchan#e.

The ● rrcw marka the pnstcion for ● ●tatc correapondlng CO
20MeV ●xcitation in ko~m
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Fig. 2. l%e ❑easured 110 ~Pectra for the ‘Oca(n+, no) reaction at

164 tle V. The ar.”ow marks the ●xpectr’ position of tne
analog of the giant dipole resonance a. 20-MeV excitation
in ko~o The solid line in all panels ia the smoothed,
but not renormaliz~d, 4.5° spectrum,

R is the plon interaction radius. A value R = 4.8 fm, deduced
from the first minima of ●lastic 11+ and 11- scattering, IJivee a
good fit of J; to the CDR angular distribution. The maximum value
of 2.9 J; occurs at 15.4° with croea aectlon 0.93 mb/sr. mia
value 1s close to what 1s ●xpectedls~ in m ralculaiion using the
Coldhaber-Teller form of the transition density normalized to
exhsunt the classical El nun rule. Thus the ●nergy, width, cross
srccion, and fingular dls”;ributlon shape for the oignal we see in

the ‘°Ca(n+,nO) reaccion Identiftcr it at the analog in ‘DSC (at
12.34 PleV ●xcitation) of the El photo-renonance cbserved 1 1“ uo~

Mt 20 HeV.

It la lntere~ting to compare the (p,n) nnd (n+,no) reactions
co n~e hm best to ●xploit the dlfferencea for ntructure etudies.
The “°Ca(p,n) spectrum ● t 200 FleV ●nd 4° ahwn in Fig. 3a wan

prcnented ●t an cnrlier m~amlon. Fig. 3b shnwn tile 15° spectrum
for the ‘°Ca(n+, fro) reaction at lh~ MeV. llIe morwntuo tranafer In
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4“°Ca(p, n) data shown at thim con fer~nce by K. Gaarde.
me no epecc~~ for the 40 Ca(n+, n0) react~on at an anRle

whe~e the CDR has the maximum cross section. Re
meas~red spectrum (smoothed) at 4.5° is shown for
compa~iaon. The arrow in both (a) and (b) marko the
expected positions of the GIJR at 20 tirV excitation in
“ OCa.

-65 MeV/c for both spectra. The two ~pectra look quite olmilar,
and one might be tempted to conclude that the two charse ●xchan~e
reactions ●xcite the same states when compared ●t the same
~-value. From our present understandinao nothing could be further
from the truth. Nearly the ●ntire (p,n) crnas section in the CDR
region is being interpreted as due to AL = 1, AS = 1 tranattlons
to 0-, 1-, 2- statea. Nearly the entire (W+,no) croao tection in
the GDR r~gion ia being interpreted as due to hL = 1, AS = O



transitions to 1- atateo. The (n+, no) peak is the parent state

(MT = T = 1) to the photo-resonance (HT = O, T = 1) Of “oh,
whereas the (p, n) peak 18 of different origin. Its strength is
related to the (~ x ~)1 operator which plays a minor role in
photoabsorption. * om thio comparison one can aee the
complementary roles of pion- and nucleon-charge-exchange
scattering in clarifying the full nature of the CDR.

The best resolution that we have obtained in (T-,no)
measuremnte is 2 MeV (FWHM). This still ia larger than the few
tenthe-of-HeV for the (ppn) studies. There is, hwever, a nice
advantage to plon char e exchange rwasurmuents.

1?
Tne switch in

rneas~rement from (n+,n ) to (m- ,n”) is much simpler than from
(p,n) to (n,p). M simply reverse the polarity of the channel
mwgnet~. This gives data such as that displayed in Fig. 4. One
sees directly the shift in maso between nuclear states due to the
addition of 2 units of charge, which for “°Ca is 12.(J tleV. The

comparison of the t Wo epectra 10 useful for d:stinguishfng
resonance peaks from artifacta of the continuun. A nuclear
eigenstate mst shift according to the Coulomb displacement
energy, whereas the Continum may differ for the two reactions due

to different neutron and proton separation energies, and due to

Fig. ~. Tl,e no spectra at 14° aftet- eubtractlon of the continuum.
The arrowa mark the ●~ected position of th~ CDR. The
peaks show the expected dleplarement of 12 tleV due to the
dlffer~nce in Coulomb ●nerRles.



Coulomb effects is suppressing the endpoint of the Ho spectrum in
the final state of the n+A + (A-l)pmO channel. Thus the solution
of the difficult and long-standing problem of separating continuum
and resonance excitation in an experimental spectrum is greatly
aided by comparing the two charge-exchange spectra.

ANGLE-DEPENDENT BROADENING OF THE CDR SIGNAL

There is a puzzling feature in the “°Ca(n*,nO) data. The CDR
s~ nal has a smaller width in the 14° spectra than in the 10°,

t22 , and 28° spectra. l%e measured width at 14° is consistent
with an intrinsic GDR width of 4 f 2 MeV. At the other angles,

4oca(r:w”) 39
75 ‘

164 MeV
50 ‘

4
25 ‘

> 0 .Jll-wJJL—Jp”~L&——@—

l!m!4kn4
120 140 160 120 140 160

W-KINETIC ENERGY (MoV)

Fig. 5. I%e ‘°Ca(n+, no) t3pectra after subtraction of the
continuum. The arrow marks the expected GDR position.
The spectra at ~fjo, ~~o, and 28° are Buggetltlve of a

second peak separated by =5 fleV from Lhe main CDR peak.
‘fhe 3° and 14° spectra do not show thla second p,~ak. The

dashed curves are Causslan functions with paramecero held
fixed at the values obtained in the fit at 14°. (nlese
data are from mn analysie with XCUT - 0.2; the da[a of
Fig. ~ are with XCUT - 0.1.)
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one sees a broadening on the low-energy side of the GDR peak in
both the (n+, no) and the (n-, no) data. Fig. 5 6hows this ●ffect
for the (n+.no) data. In view of this broadening, a further
analysis of the (n ‘two) data was carried out. The peak stwcture
for ●ach angle was f~tted with two Gaussian functions, keeping the
~in peak parameters fixed at the position and width given by the
14° data. The data, together with the Gaussian function for the
main peak, are shown in Fig. 5. The ●xcess counts on the
low-energy side are clearly ●violent. The position of this
subsidiav peak 1s 5 ? 2 PleV below the main CDR. The angular
distributions of both the main peak and the ●xcess counts are

given in Fig. 6. The dashed curve is lncended only to guide the
●ye. Although the uncertainties in the deduced cross sections are
large, certain qualitative features are ●violent: 1) there is a
~nimum near l~o. , 2) the cross section rises between 14° and 28°;
3) the maxiwm observed cross section 1s at 28° where it has a
value 0.12 t 0.06 ❑b/sr wh!.ch is approximately 15% of the CDR

cross section at l~oc T%ls angular distribution shape was
puzzling. TheAS=O AL=O, 1, and 2 transitions are ●xpected
to peak at 0°, 15°, a’nd 30°, following closely the functions J:,
J;, and J2, respectively.

%0 not peak at 0°
The 0+ + 1+ transitions in pion

scattering as they do for the (p,n) reaction.
In the absence of ❑ ore complicated effects than those treated by
Slciliano and Walker,s transitions to unnatural parity excitations
have a negligibly small cross section at OO. A 0+ * 1+ transition
in ‘°C~ at Tn - 164 f.fev would be e~ected to hve its first

40C0 (w:-”)
164 MaV

elob(dog )

Fig. 6. The nwasured angular distrlbutior for the nuln CDR

(clrc:es) ●nd for the oecond aca( (squares) ●t ■25 M?V
●xcitation in ‘Oca. The solid curve repretento the
function @[J~(qR) - J~(3°)l; the daehed curve is a
hand-drawn llne to guide the ●ye.



maximum near 20°. Thus we were led to examine AL = 1, AS = 1

transition.

CONSEQUENCES OF SPIN- TWNSFER IN AL = 1 EXCITATIONS WITH PIONS

The shell model calculations of Donnelly and Walker6 show

that there are two 1- states of quite di ferent character near
20 MeV excitation In bo~o Fig. 7 shows the calculated excit~tlon

energies and the values of the dipole strength D =
spin-flip dipole

IJ* ;r*il
f

and
the strength SD = 1~1+ ‘(~ x ~)lvi for

i
the

calculated 1- Gtates. The dipole strength 6 largely concentrated
in a single state at 18.6 MeV for which D = 0.88 and SD = 0.03.
The spin-flip dipole strength is largest for a Ctate at 22.2 I’lev

for w’ich D = 0.08 and SD - 0.55. The separation energy for these
t Wo tates is 3.6 14eV. The lower Ctate represents the min

component of the photonuclear CDR at 20 FfeV. The higher 1- state,
if expected at 23.6 MeV, is at about che right energy to be a

candidate for our satellite peak. It6 wave function,
0.965(d5/2-]f5/2)l- + (small pieces), is dominated by a

40ca I- STATES

968 001 f 7/2 03/2”’

Fig. 7. “he spectrum (f 1- gtates in a 1 )!w ba~is calculated by
Donnelly and Walker.



configuration of the “spin-flip” type, i.e., ~h = g + 1/2 and 9
~p = ~ - 1/2” me lower 1- state has three large components,

0.711(d5/2-1f7/2) + 0.503(d3/2-1f5/2) + .362(d5/2-1p3/2)

all of which are of the ~%~: ;h:~; ;;:“non-spin-flip” type, i.e.,
and j =tl+l/20rjh=ll-l/2 andj=t-1/2.

typespof configurations were put intopa DWIA calculation for pi~n
inelastic scattering, it came as a surprise that the predicted
angular distrib~]tions wer 5 very different. Some representative

calculations by Siciliano
configurations, (d5/2-y~5/~~~2n ‘n ‘ig - 8- me spin-flipe.g. have angular distributions
which peak at 0°, and have the first minimum near 20°. The

non-spin-flip configurations, e.g. (d3/2-1f5/2) 1-, have t}?
expected J: angular distribution, with the first maximum near 15°
and minima at 0° and 35°.

Further DWIA calculations were performed In which the
transition amplitudes were c’ecomposed into amplitudes with

spin-transfer values AS = O and AS = 1. These contributions add
incoherently in the cross section (within the usual D\.’IA

descri tion).
Y

Fig. 9 shows the separate contributions for the

(d>/2’- f5/2)1- configuration. From this decomposition we see that
the AS = 1 amplitude is responsible for the 0° maximum. The
AS = O curve peaks at 15° and has minima at 0° and 35°. It has

the same shape as the (d5/2-1f7/2)1- angular distribution in
Fig. 8 which is dominated by the AS = O component.

[ ‘u”-= 1
t 1
t

.

i
,

W“ SCATTCRIMOMOLt lD?Ol

Fig. 8. DWIA calculations performed by E. R. Siciliano5 for 1-
statee ●xcited in pion scattering at !64 MeV. The agsumed

p-h configurations are indicated.
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Fig. g. DWIA calculations showing the separate contributions of
AS = O and AS = 1 amplitudes for a p-h configuration where

h
= g+]/2 and jp = 1-1/2.

‘l%ese features may be understood as follows. The is~vector
component of the elementary n - N scattering amplitude is well

ar,)roximatcd at the P33 resonance by

f(k,k’) - a(k) [2cos0 + i~~fj sinO]?c~ .

The AS = O transitions are induced by the scalar term (2cosO) and
the AS = 1 transitions are induced by the spin-dependent term (~”fi
sinO). ‘Ihus there is a factor of four in the cross section
favoring AS = O to AS = i transitions arising from the elementary
interaction. For any configuration the relative AS - 0 to AS = 1
amplitudes are determined by the ~j to L-S recoupling
coefficients. When the nucl ar -

-’l
excitation

non-spin-flip type, e.g. (d5/2 f7/2!lh, the ratio ofismp~~tu~~~
AS - O/AS = 1 arising from the j-j to L-S recoupling is much
larger than one. Thus for these configurations the DWIA
calculations show a nearly pure AS.()

configuration is of the spin-flip type, e.g. (TY3f5/%, :::
AS = 1 amplitude is ❑uch larger. In some cases (all the cases we

investigated) it ie sufficiently large to produce an absolute
nuximum at OO.

For 2- states the situation IS a little different. Angular
momentun and parity conservation force AS = 1. However, now there

can be the tvo values AL = 1 or 3. From the DWIA fo~lism one can
see that the requirement AS = 1 furces the 2- crose eection to go



0 for both L values.to zero at O The relative amounts of AL = 1
to AL D 3 affects the angle at which the angular distribution
peaks. Representative calculations for :d5/2-1f7/2)2-

(d51z-]f512)2- configurations are shown in Fig. 10. They peaka~~
24° and 28°, respectively. The non-spin-flip type configuration

(d5/2-1f7/2)2’- Rives a larger cross s?ction by a factor of 5.3.
It also has the larget- AL = !/AL - 3 amplitude ratio. It is worLh

noting that the AS = 1 cross section differs dramatically for 2-
and 1- states. The AS- 1,1- cross section peaks at 0° and has &
second maximum at 35° (Fig. 8). The AS = 1,2- cross sections are
zero at 0° and have their first mwxima near 25° (Fig. 10).

To recapitulate, we see that there are three types of angular

distributions involved in the excitation of 1- and 2- giant d!pole
states. The primary maxima of these angular distribucionb occur

15° and 25° and are therefore easily distinguishable in anat 0°, ,
experiment. The 1- states have two types of angular distribution
shapes characterized in the extreme by pure hs. O or AS . ]

transitions. For the p-h configurations involved in ‘°Ca, the
configurations of spl,n-flip type. e.g., (d512-f512)l-, give a
lar~e AS - 1 amplitude which produces a maximum in the cross

section at OO. If the configurations are of non-spin-flip type,
as they are predominantly in ihe pllotonuclear GDF! of ‘°Cal the
6s-0 amplitude dominates and o~e R?ts the classical

I

——T I
7%o[w, m”l ,

1
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Fig. 10. DWIA calculationef for
con fipuratlorts. These

components in tile wnve
for the relevant dipole

1- and 2- states with pure h-p
rnnfigurat!ons arc the malo

functions of Do\lnclly and Ua]krr I

states.
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+ XJ, (X)12
EIKONAL TREATMENT OF SPIN-FLIP

The ●xfste~ce of angle-clef
in the “°Ca(n ,nq) reactions -

xJ, fx)12

as - ],1- transi-tions stimulate
the eikonal model treatment tc
generalized giant d~pole ref

0-,1-,2- reached by AS = 1 trara ~OT(nN) for reactions at 164 MeV.
a ~S = O transition. Cal obtai.h cross section values as Riven by

on]v cross section which does not
]- s[ate which ha~ value N (CIU)2 a[

0.14 mblsr. The AS = 0,~- haa a
:(0-) -0 b/~r at 15°.

4,
The AS = 1,1- croBG

approached its first zero and J
‘th~s occuro near ]5°. For large 1

!#l- ,:s . ()) . N,J;(x) latee but drops off. Three ●ikonnl
tativ~ ●Rreement with the DWIA

:(I- ,LS = 1) = N210UJO(X)
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●ngleR thio cross section oscil
model results arc in qunli

calculation \,’lg. 10).

rtbution shape J~(qR). This peaks
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of these 3 types of angular
tates are shown !.n Fig. 10. The
ned fnr AS = fl.l- arsrme. ThI,c rhn



L?(aql

Fig. 11. A qualitative sketch of cross sections predicted by Gal
3

for giant dipole states in ‘°Cs. The fourth member of
the spin-isospin CDR multiplet has AS- ], cL- 1,
~, m “-

but its excitation is forbidden in pion

scattering by parity conservation.

Cal points out that the 0° peaking of the AS = 1,1- cross
section deperds quadratically on the mN total cro6s section o.
mlus, above the (3,3) resonance the AS = 1,1- cross smction
hccomes negligible c~!en at 9J.

7he AS - 1,2- cross section starts at zero at 0° and rises

S!owly for 0$ 15° (for ‘°Ca). It reaches a ❑axim~lm near ~~c ,

estimated CO be 0.1 ❑b/6r. The second ❑inimum ia near 35°. This
shape is in qualitative agreement with DWIA calculations
(Fig. 10). From the DWIA calculations one mn see that in ord~r
to reach a cross sect!on of 0.1 mb/ar for 2- states or,e must have
cohere t -

-Y
excitation of the non-repin flip type, e.g.,

(d512 fv!)!-. These are the e nmc type of ccnfiguration6
involved in the 1- CDR sate.

COMPARISON wrt[ ~PERItIENT

Now thnt th~ theoretical ●xpectations are quite explicit, we
can go back nncl ask about th~ experimental verification and new
❑ rafiuremcnt possibilities. First we aee that if we take Gal’u
Rraph (Fig. 11) for the sun of AS ~ 0,1-, AS = 1,1-, and AS - 1,2-
transltions, it in in qualitative aRreement with the data
(Fig. 6). In tl~e cotnparlor)n we ohould plot the theoretical crona

acctlon relative to the 4.5° values nlnce thin in how the data WSE
unnlyzcd. ll~r rise in the cross section for the natellite p?ak
hryond 15° W17U]d be d(l~ to 2- atmtem. At 0° thr peak of the
AS- 1,1- ntatr 18 ob~cured hy tile AS=O,l CDR. Cnl’m
cnlculntton~ llllnw tllnt the tv(-) ntnten hnvc comp-:nh]e croco



sections. We used the Ii.5° spectmm to give US the shape of the

continuwn at other angles. The presence of llS = 1,1- components
makes this procedure less accurate. The result is that we cannot

for cerratn identify AS = 1,1- states in bOCa. However, the data

is consistent with the expectations for AS = 1,2- stateG.

It may be possible to ●nhance the AS - 1,1- states relative
to the AS _ 0,]- states at 0° by lowering the beam energy.
Excitation functions measured for other nuclei show that the ratio

O(LS = 1)/o(AS = O) measured at constant momentun transfer 1s a
sharp function of plon ●nergy (for a review of this point, see
Ref. 8). 1~ the examples studied (2- and 4- states) a lower piofi
●nergv near 100 FicV 19 much more favorable for ●nhancing the

spin-flip ●xcitations relative to noa-spin flip excitations.

me best ●xperimental ●violence for the validity of the

theoretical predictions on 1- stace angular distributions comes
4 rom the very recent ●xperimental result discussed in Ref. 8.
Fig. 12 shows the measured angular distributions for n+ and r-

inelastic scattering at 162 MeV to a known 1- state at L.45 FieV in
le~, The curves are DL’IA :alculltions for AS = O and LS = I
transitions obtained from a (pl/2-’d3/2)l- configuration. We see

that [he LS = 1 and LS = O curves ate out of phase, and that the

14

Flu. 12. Prclim nary data
b

and cnl(ulatinna of S. See. trourtiorrio
● t al. on 1“0 which ~iVC evid( re tha~ AS = 0,1- and—.
AS - i,l- ●xcitat ion- flhly have ery diff~rent ●ngular

distributions in plon scatt~ ‘Ilg.



data agree qufte well with the AS = 1 curve. Calculations with
other p-h configurations give similar AS = 1 and AS = O curves.
The data and calculations taken together indicate a nearly pure
AS = 1 ●xcitation. Lhether this is consistent with realistic

ehell ❑odel calculations remains to be seep. Taken at face value,
these preliminaw results g!ve a ffrst clue that AS = 1,1- and
AS . 0,1- transitions in pion scattering might have quite

different angular distribution shapes.

SUMMARY

Theoretical studies performed in June-September 1981

predicted there exist large differences in the angular
distribution shapes of AS _ 0,1- and AS - 1,1- transitions, AI
fomard angles these two angular distributions are nearly out of

phase. The AS = 1,1- cross section peaks at 0°, and the AS = 0,1-
cross section peaks at 150. The preliminary data on the
l@o(il,n’)l~o(l-, 4.45 MeV) angular distribution al 164 MeV and in

the region pOO-60° has a shape ~’hich looks very mLlch like the
calculations for AS = 1,1- statee.

For the study of spin-flip components of the CDR, the

differences in angulur distributio]l shapes between AS u 0,1-,
AS = 1,1-, and AS = 1,2- transltions offers a powerful method for
separating these components expertmen:ally. However, to ●xploit
this possibility in pton charge exchange scattering requires
higher no resolutiorl than 5 MeV(FWHM) and/or an enhancement of the

strength of AS = 1 transitions relative to AS = O transitions ~t
other beam energies.

It miRht be of interest to mention that we at Los Alamofi have
A no resoltltionstudied the pos.si’billties for Iligller resolution.

of order 0.3 MeV (FUIIM) seems quite feasible for a second
Generation spectrometer ba~cd on the present design, with Nal
detectors replacing the load glass Cherenkov detectors.

l%e nuthor would like to ackn~~wlcrlgc the many discussions of
tllcsc pointu with members of the experimental collaboration. 111

addition, I thank S. SeestromMorrin for perminnion to nhow tile

preliminary 1“0 data, ●nd C. Wrrin for fir~t ●uggeatlng that
AS- 1,1- angular distributions mny have anomnloun ehapc~. I
thank E. R. Slcilinno for perforrninR the I’)WIA cnlculatione nfiown

here, and for numerous informntiv~ dlncuoelonu, Dlacusnions wltll
A. Gal and F!. JohnEon on tile eikonnl tre~tmcntn n re alno
gr~ltefully arkllowledRed.
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